
Geography - Learning Outcome: What are the key features of a volcano,? 

Task 1: Watch both videos:  https: //www. youtube. com/watch?v=3Jxeh-yAXek AND  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/zd9cxyc 

Task 2: Complete the ‘ Test your knowledge of volcanoes’ on the BBC Bitesize page 

Task 3: By using the help sheet Volcano and some of your own research work, complete a 
detailed sketch of a volcano, this must include labels and as much information as you can.  

Task 4: Think about the journey of lava, it is a powerful and destructive, natural force that 
also provides new life, volcanic eruptions have created new life on earth, find some examples 
of this.  

PSHE — Diversity 

There are many different religions, ethnic groups, socioeco-
nomic groups and people of  varying geographic, and people 
from different academic / professional backgrounds, all these 

differences are considered as Diversity 
 

Task 1: Read the facts sheet: 

DIVERSITY IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

Task 2: Look carefully at the image WE ARE DIVERSE NA-

TION, create an acrostic poem for the word DIVERSITY. 
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Year 4  
Journeys  

Science—Grouping and Sorting? 

Task 1:  Have a close look at the BUGS 
sheet, then in your workbook make your 
observations by listing some differences 
and similarities. 

Task 2: Try to identify the names of 
some of the bugs. 

Task 3: Have a go at 
making a simple chart 
that groups and sorts 
your bugs. Use colour, 
shape, size and other 
features to sort. 

R.E.— What do places of worship teach us about religion? 

What is the significance of artefacts o religion / acts of worship?   

Have a read of Artefact then complete the task. 

 

http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/religion/christian.html. 

 

 

Computing — Media 

This week we will be using SeeSaw to 
comment on each others information 
that has been created and posted onto 
the Blog.  

Task 1: Choose someone’s piece of writ-
ing from SeeSaw, read it carefully then 
decide how you are going to respond to 
it, have a read of Social Media How to 
Respond to help you.  

Task 2: Write your response using the 
help guide from above and F1_Response. 
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